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1 lustfulness; 2 fraudulence; 3 indecision; 4 repentance; 5 hope; 6 anxiety; 7 longing;                                  
8 impartiality; 9 arrogance; 10 incompetence; 11 discrimination; 12 an attitude of defiance. 
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Elements of the Heart Chakra            © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

Sanskrit Name: Anahata

    (Meaning) unstruck  ''sound made without two things striking'' 

Purpose: Love, Balance

Issues: Balancing loving kindness with self interest, Self Love, Relationship, 

Intimacy, Anima/animus Devotion, Reaching out & taking in.

To learn compassion, the value of forgiveness, unconditional love

Physical location: Chest, heart, cardic plexus

Sense Organ /Sense: Skin /Touch

Energizing Colour:              Green

Symbol:            A circle surrounded by 12 lotus petals, and inside it a six-pointed star 

Element:            Air

Energy State:      Gas

Force:               Love

Central Issue: Love, relationships

Developmental Stage: 4 -7 years

Developmental Tasks: Forming Peer & family relationships. Developing Persona

Identity: Social

Orientation: Self acceptance Acceptance of others

Rights: To love and be loved
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Primary Truths: Urges the ego to seek a more universal attachment with all humanity.

Its primary activity is compassion, and it is considered to be the first spiritual level. 

Learning to love yourself first, then others.

Primary purpose is to integrate the upper three spiritual chakras with the lower .  

three physical

Foods: Vegetables
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Spiritual Elements      © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

Key Note (Vocalizing): F (vocalized "ah")

Sacred Sound: Yang

Seed Sounds Kang, Khang,Gang Ghang

of the Petals - Bija: Vong, Cang,Chang, Jang

Jhang, Uang, Tang,Thang

Carrier of the Seed Black Antelope or musk deer

Sound:

Spiritual Lesson: Forgiveness of ourselves and others. Unconditional love.

Crystals:           Rose quartz  Pink - for self love, to heal emotional wounds, to soothe grief.

Jade -    green- to reassure the vulnerable, for mercy and compassion.

Aventurine green - enhances personal creativity, stress-relieving.

Watermelon Tourmaline - green and pink - allows the heart chakra to connect

with the Higher Self. Regulates the hormones

Peridot Fosters emotional balance, security, and inner peace

Understanding, recognition, openness, acceptance.

Balances the process of emotional release and healing, regulates 

detoxification of emotions to comfortable levels.

Emerald Strengthens heart, liver, kidneys, immune system, nervous system

Tonic for body/mind/spirit. Aids alignment of subtle bodies. 

Enhances dreams, meditation, deeper spiritual insight. Represents the 

potential of divinity within us. Prosperity, love, kindness, tranquility, 

balance, healing, patience. Strong emotional balancer.

Malachite- Aids functions of pancreas and spleen. Reduces stress and tension.

Aids tissue regeneration. Strengthens heart, circulatory system,

sleep. Vitalizing for body/mind. Reveals subconscious blocks. Excellent

balancer

Goddesses: Kwan Yin - Chinese goddess of Mercy & Compassion. Her values are about

co-operation, sharing, balance, harmony and partnership

Amaterasu - Japanese - shows us how adversity can help us to 'blossom and 

bloom' 

Hina Pacific Islands - Butterfly Goddess represents meaningful communication 

and the sharing of truth between women and men. 

Her message is to forgive past transgressions and give up negative 

attitudes that prevent you from growing as a person. 
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Gods: Eros -    Greek -god of love  Eros is one of the primeval forces that came into 

existence from Chaos (Nothingness). 

Krishna Hindu - The embodiment of love and divine joy that destroys all pain & sin

The protector of all sacred utterances and cows. A trickster & lover, an 

instigator of all forms of knowledge and born to establish the religion love

Isvara the supreme self that which "dwelleth in the heart of every creature

It is the essence of the spiritual monad in any individualized evolving being

Equivalent to the Father in Heaven of Jesus, and hence the source of the

inner Christos

Kama Hindu - god of love, he uses the cane of sugarcane as the shaft of his 

 bow and a line of buzzing bees as his bowstring. He rides a parrot 

across the three worlds shooting his five flower-tipped arrows that arouse 

the five senses and enchants the mind with visions of beauty. 

Cupid -  Roman The name Cupid is a variation on Cupido ("desire"), 

Demon: Grief

Animal: Antelope       restless, leaps for joy Graceful & gentle

Dove         peace, maternity, prophecy

Nightingale  romantic times 

Incenses: Jasmine has the power of creating a positive state of consciousness. Its sweet 

Use when meditating on                  and fresh fragrance has a light stimulating effect on the eros

strengthening the heart Lavender - Dispels negative influences

Charka Meadowsweet Used for love and happiness

Orris Root  Love, Protection, Divination Communication with higher beings

Rose -    symbol of love and energizes the heart chakra 

                 increases love,compassion & devotion, 

Inner State: Compassion

Metal: Copper revered for relieving pain, stress, depression, anxiety in the mind, body 

and spirit. 

Gold Gold has the emotional power to ease tension, feelings of inferiority, 

an anger as well as encouraging the realization of one’s potential 

and bringing comfort

Planets: Venus love, sensuality - not sex, morals, values
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Essential Oils Marjoram

for burning or in it eases loneliness, the need for validation and brings up self-nurturing and 

carrier oils as a                 compassion. Highly effective for the respiratory system encouraging deeper

perfume or massage                 breathing in conditions such as asthma and bronchitis.

oil.                 Also for spirits who can find no peace and are constantly searching for the 

                meaning of life. May also help detached individuals who find it difficult to

be in this world.

Geranium 

emotional stimulant and a great mood enhancer!

Jasmine 

 Invaluable for the heart and solar plexus chakra

Lavender

Helps to balance all the chakras.May help to centre those on the

wrong spiritual pathway.

Mandarin

uplifting, relieving depression and anxiety. Engenders feelings of 

joy and hopefulness

Melissa

Aligns with the divine and expands unconditional love. Calms emotions

                and is uplifting. Eases feelings of loneliness.

Bergamot 

 Opens the heart chakra and radiates love energy

Rose      

Particularly indicated for a closed heart chakra encouraging loving

                compassion.  Releases past traumas.

Spikenard

Heals emotional wounds and anxieties. Calms the heart and stabilizes 

                the mind.

Tangerine

 helps to eliminate emotional confusion. Comforting, soothing and warming

                 Stimulates the immune system.

Ylang Ylang  

 affects the emotions and childhood memories, 

Always check suitability of oils vibration if pregnant

Herbs - Healing Marjoram

Use only under the highly effective for the respiratory system, 

direction of a herbalist Geranium

when ingesting or if relaxant, calming nerves and uplifting the spirits

pregnant or on young Jasmine

children Invaluable for the heart and solar plexus chakra

lifting depression and inducing optimism, confidence and euphoria.  

Lavender

Excellent for high blood pressure, heart palpitations and other cardiac

disorders due to its sedative action on the heart.

Orris root

traditionally used to treat "dropsy" or congestive heart failure.
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Herbs - Wicca Meadowsweet

one of the 3 most sacred herbs. Used for love and happiness

Mint

one of the 3 most sacred herbs, used for healing, love and protection

Vervain

one of the 3 most sacred herbs, used for love, purification and abundance

Dragon's Blood

used for love and protection
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Structure of the Heart Charka –               © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

Open and Balanced: 

Heightened level of intuition, Sharper and clearer thinking. Increased healing power
Transmutes lower emotional energies into higher forms of emotions energies

This chakra is the most important of them all because it contains the seed for the ability to feel divine, pure love for

everyone and everything.

The place where our Spirit, resides, our true Self, which is eternally pure and unaffected by anything, like a shining

diamond hidden within us which witnesses all our actions.
After Self Realization, our attention becomes for the first time connected to our Spirit and we gradually become aware of 

it. Our misidentifications with our ego or conditionings drop and we start becoming identified with our Spirit, which is 

our true nature.

Balanced: Compassionate

Loving

Empathetic

Self Loving

Altruistic

Peaceful Balanced

Good Immune System

Courageous

Overactive: A charka can be depleted and over activated at the same time

                       Tendency to be selfish even ruthless

Martyr syndrome 

Service to others at expense of self

Manipulative, power hungry, deceitful

Temper tantrums, violent outbursts

Stubbornness

Arrogant

Hyperactive

Driving ambition ( type A personality)

Overly competitive

Overly aggressive, dominating, controlling

Under Activated or Blocked

You may feel unworthy of love and skeptical of anyone who wants to love you (and paranoid that you will 

wind up hurt, yet again)

Love relationships may be completely co-dependent

If the heart chakra is completely blocked it will manifest itself in the antithesis of what the heart  represents:

you are literally heart-less, hard-hearted and quite icy in how you receive yourself and others 

If you are not open to love in your life, it is not possible to feel very happy and joyful about life or yourself 

and, people with blocked heart chakras most certainly do not.

Resentment

Anger

Depression

Stinginess

Suppressed feelings

Lack of courage
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Physical Factors of the Heart Chakra                 © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

Social identity, oriented to self-acceptance 

It is related to love and is the integrator of opposites in the psyche: mind and body, male and female,

persona and shadow, ego and unity 

A healthy fourth chakra allows us to love deeply, feel compassion, have a deep sense of 
peace and centeredness 

Governing Functions Heart

of Heart Chakra Circulatory system

on the Physical body Lungs

Bronchial tubes

Shoulders

arms

Diaphragm

Immune system

Upper Back

Skin

Hands

Breasts issues of love and nourishment

Ribs

Pericardium,

Tissue regeneration

Right brained activity

Gland: Thymus

Diseases associated Heart attack

with physical Myocardial infarction

malfunction: Mitral valve prolapsed

Breast cancer

Circulation problems,

Immune system deficiency

Asthma

Allergies

Bronchial pneumonia

Shortness of breath  

Sunken chest

Tension between shoulder blades

Pain in the chest

Tuberculosis,

Arthritis

Hypertension

Stroke

Bronchitis 

Cancer

AIDS
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Psychological Factors                                    © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

The Centre of Higher Emotions

Heart Chakra is "Others - orientated" as in "What are the needs of others." "What would people feel"

"What would people think."

Transmutes lower emotional energies into higher forms of emotional energies

Both qualities of "Self orientated" and "Others Orientated" are equally important

To achieve a balance between the physical or material and the spiritual aspects of your life both the Solar Plexus

and the heart  must be developed evenly.

Psychological attributes of a strong balanced Heart

Compassionate

Self loving

Loving
Empathetic

Peaceful

Balanced

Forgiving

Passion

Generosity

Joy

Respect

Honesty - with self & others

Psychological affects of a weak, congested or depleted Heart Chakra:

Congested Antisocial

Bitter

Blaming others

Co-dependent

Cold

Critical
Depleted Demanding

Depression

Fear of Intimacy & relationships

Financial and emotional insecurities

Intolerant

Jealousy

Judgmental

Lack of empathy

Loneliness

Narcissism

Overly sacrificing

Poor boundaries

Possessive

Self-doubt

Shy

Withdrawn

Paranoia, 

Indecisiveness

Self pity, 
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Inhibitions.

Tension

Manic depression

Swift mood swings

Hypercritical.

Traumas & Abuses: Rejection

Abandonment

Loss

Shaming

Constant criticism

Abuses to the lower chakras

Unacknowledged grief

Divorce

Death

Conditional Love

Loveless environment

Self worth  person often needs constant confirmation of their self worth

Sexual & Physical abuse

Betrayal on all levels, Parents, family, friends, Religious, school, cultural,

work place, nation

Addictions:                     Tobacco (smoking)

Sugar 

Love

Marijuana 
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 Heart Chakra 

Physical 

List any condition you presently have  

Psychological 

Look at your numbers and see what negatives aspects you 

may be  using that are vibrationally affecting the energy flow 

in the Heart chakra. List below 
















